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About This Content

Experience the musical masterpiece that accompanied the critically acclaimed Waveform. This collection of stellar sound-waves
composed by Scott McFadyen is the perfect companion piece to the light-wave riding gameplay of Waveform. Let it take your

heart and soul on a journey to restore light to the galaxy!

Tracklist:

1. Menu
2. Pluto
3. Neptune
4. Uranus
5. Saturn
6. Jupiter
7. Mars
8. Black Hole
9. Earth

10. The Singularity
11. Venus
12. Mercury
13. Results
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Title: Waveform Soundtrack
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Eden Industries
Publisher:
Eden Industries
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The music is good. Sadly they dont have it in raw WAV. or FLAC. Codec. All you get is 320kbps mp3 ;-;. If these were
recorded in a better codec please update this. Thank you.. Spectacularly nails the space theme. Has a Spelunky vibe to it where
it's pretty funky, but ultimately good.. Why the files don't go to the Steam music folder? I found them in
steam\/SteamApps\/common\/Waveform, but there is no link to them.
Amazing soundtrack, anyways.. Oh my god, this is like, the best part of Waveform, if you get Waveform, you're wasting the
entire experience by NOT getting the soundtrack.
I don't even care that it doesn't show up in the steam music player (if there's a developer reading this, if you could help with
that, that'd be great), it's worth all the money, even if it was 10 times the amount it is.
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